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The tenth issue of ADVENTIST HERITAGE
showcases, in various ways, the health emphasis of
Seventh-day Adventism. This was largely a matter of
editorial serendipity, as the major articles came to us
unsolicited. Once we saw the health theme taking
shape, we nudged it along in assigning the pictorial
essay and book reviews.
The health reforming sea captain, Joseph Bates,
left one of the most personally revealing spiritual
documents in Adventist history. The pioneers
provided mostly public sermons and pamphlets,
books and records, but Bates kept a logbook on the
ship Empress that documents an inner spiritual
pilgrimage during the ten months surrounding his
conversion, 1827-1828. Michael Ooley offers us a
first glimpse at the Bates journal and sketches an
intimate portrait of much more than a ' 'health
reformer. ' ,
P. Gerard Damsteegt studies American health
reform in the 1830's a,s a Biblically-motivated
movement. The scriptural basis for healthful living
- for example reference to the body as a "temple of
the Holy Spirit" - found its way into Sabbath-
keeping Adventism. Much later, scientific argu-
ments for health reform would supplement the
Biblical approach.
The Adventist health interest both institutional-
ized and politicized in the late nineteenth century.
Without organizers and promoters like Dr. John
Harvey Kellogg and his Barbados counterpart, Dr.
Charles J. B. Cave, the vision and zeal of early
health reformers might now be only a matter of
historical curiosity. Glenn Phillips studies just one
among many attempts around the world to adhere to
the Battle Creek ' 'blueprint. " The picture post-
cards, described by Daniel Berk, graphically
illustrate the impressive development of Adventist
health centers. A "medical missionary" effort that
ultimately failed was the American prohibition
movement. Since Adventists had enthusiastically
supported prohibition, its repeal received a good
deal of attention in the- Adventist Review and
Herald, as Larry White documents.
Both The Vision Bold and Legacy, reviewed by
Mervyn Maxwell and Richard B. Lewis respectively,
are important-recent publications featuring Seventh-
day Adventist health and medical outreach of more
than a century.
Our own publication, ADVENTIST HERITAGE,
completes its fifth year.
J.M.B.
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Dr. Charles J. B. Cave, (1879-1939) was Barbados'
first Adventist physician who served his church and
his people for over thirty years. He lectured,
preached, operated a sanitarium, health clinic and
conducted nursing classes. Courtesy: Glenn O. Phillips
Glenn O. Phillips is currently teaching in the
department of History at Morgan State University,
Baltimore, Maryland.
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N CENTRAL AMERICA, the Seventh-
day Adventist Church operates eight
hospitals and thirteen medical clinics.
In a further attempt to improve the
medical services of the region, the
church has recently established the Adventist
University of Montemorelos in Mexico, the first
Adventist university outside of the United States
authorized to offer a degree in medicine. This
continues the long tradition in which medical work
has been viewed as the "right arm" of the .Advent
message.
Adventist pioneers in the Caribbean, as their
counterparts around the world, considered the
"health message" an integral part of their
teachings. In the early 1880's, almost immediately
after direct contacts between the early Adventists of
Battle Creek and the peoples of Inter-America took
place, plans were made to establish medical
missionary projects in the area, but from the outset
these attempts were plagued by numerous dif-
ficulties. Over a decade passed before specific action
was taken, and in 1895, Dr. and Mrs. B. J. Ferciot
and a Guyanese youth, Philip Giddings, a student of
Battle Creek College and Sanitarium, arrived at
Georgetown, British Guiana (now Guyana) to
establish the first medical mission. It was not long
before Dr. Ferciot realized that the local govern-
ment would not allow him to practice in the British
colony because he did not possess a British medical
license.
Discouraged but not despondent, the church's
leaders arranged for Miss Stella Colvin, a trained
Battle Creek nurse, to be sent to open a health clinic
in neighboring Trinidad. Arriving at Port-of-Spain in
August, 1896, Nurse Colvin cared for the sick and
taught preventive medicine in the island until her
death nine years later.
In 1905 Charles W. Enoch and his wife, both from
Oregon and both trained at Battle Creek, opened
"treatment rooms" in Barbados, a small British
colony located three hundred miles northeast of
Trinidad. The Enochs "treated patients according to
the Battle Creek Sanitarium metl)od" for almost two
years. Thereafter, they moved to Trinidad to revive
the medical work there, but shortly after Charles W.
Enoch died during a colony-wide outbreak of yellow
fever.
Poor living conditions have always contributed to
epidemics. Twenty-thousand persons succumbed to
one cholera outbreak in Barbados during 1854, and
by the turn of the century Trinidad and British
Guiana had become the burial grounds of numerous
Adventist pioneering missionaries. Medical mis-
sionaries were at a premium. Those available
hesitated to work in areas they considered un-
healthy, and the church still made no effort to recruit
and train nationals medically. However, at this time,
one Barbadian youth decided to become an
Adventist medical missionary.
HARLES JEROME Bright Cave was
born in 1879 in Bridgetown, the main
city of Barbados, West Indies. Al-
though Adventist teachings had
reached the island's sunny shores by
1883, Cave's parents were not Adventists nor did
they know about the few on the island. His father, a
blacksmith, and his mother, a laundress, were
members of the Anglican (Episcopalian) Church, the
state church of this colony, often referred to as
"Little England" because of its residents' deep
regard for English tradition.
The first group of "Battle Creek" believers were
not organized into a church until November, 1890,
after the arrival on the island of Dexter A. Ball, a
self-supporting American missionary. Few Bar-
badians were aware of Adventism until the arrival in
1894 of two Adventist colporteurs, Willis Hackett
and Anthony Beans. Immediately after their arrival,
they began to sell copies of Patriarchs and Prophets.
During November, 1895, they wrote to leaders at
Battle Creek with news that they had sold forty
copies of the book and were training three "colored
canvassers." Hackett and Beans had concentrated
their efforts in densely populated Bridgetown where
Cave grew up.
As a youth, Cave was influenced greatly by his
Christian mother. Even as a boy he exhibited deep
religious convictions and displayed unusual aca-
demic ability. He was an ardent music lover and
sang in two of the city's church choirs. He loved to
play cricket and to study astronomy. On completion
of his studies at the St. Leonard's Boys School, he
was invited by the colony's Board of Education to
serve as a pupil teacher at one of Bridgetown's
Anglican schools, the St. Mary's Boys, where he
taught for three years.
Cave's first direct encounter with Adventism came
on his eighteenth birthday when his father gave him
a copy of Patriarchs and Prophets, purchased from
colporteurs Hackett and Beans. The book im-
mediately aroused his interest in the ' 'new
teachings," particularly the observance of Saturday
as the day of rest, and it raised questions for the
young Cave. Could all the Anglican clergy - includ-
ing the Archbishop of Canterbury - be doctrinally
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Dexter A. Ball was a self-supporting American
missionary who established the first group of
believers into an organized church in 1890.
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incorrect, and a handful of Barbadians and two
American visitors be correct? The Church of
England, with royalty at its helm, seemed to have all
the power. Its followers in Barbados worshipped in
the largest, and most elaborate church in the colony,
while the few Adventists met in homes or rented a
hall on Green Park Lane.
As Cave read more about the denomination's
teachings, however, he concluded that he should
become an Adventist. In the late 1890's this seemed
a most unwise decision for a lad with' such potential.
It led to nearly total social ostracism and a denial of
any hope for professional mobility. Although well
aware of the consequences, Cave was baptized by
Elam Van Duesen, one of the first Adventist
ministers to settle permanently in the Caribbean.
When Cave attended his first Sabbath services, the
news quickly reached the Anglican Vicar of St.
Mary's Church, the Reverend C. G. Clark-Hunt. The
following Monday morning, in the office of the
school's principal, the young man was asked to
choose b'etween Anglicanism and Adventism, with
the .declaration that in accepting Adventism he
would be expelled from the school. Confident that he
had a more important task to accomplish, he
affirmed his new faith. The Adventists soon invited
him to teach in their school and for two years Cave
.taught, as well as aided Van Duesen and others in
the erection of the first Adventist church building in
Barbados.
It soon became apparent that Adventism in the
Caribbean would benefit greatly if Cave received
additional training, specifically in the field of health
care. Cave's parents supported the idea, and with
small gifts, letters of introduction, and $100 from his
father, Cave left during 1901 for Battle Creek
College in Michigan. His aim was to become a
qualified nurse and return to serve the peoples of the
Caribbean.
AVE ARRIVED,IN Battle Creek ~t -an
interesting and crucial time in the
institution's history. Within a few
months, the Battle Creek College was
to relocate in Berrien Springs, and the
buildings and facilities were to be turned over to the
American Medical Missionary College Association.
Both the Medical College and Battle Creek
Sanitarium remained under the leadership of Dr.
John Harvey Kellogg, who after many years of
service had reached the height of his influence
among Adventists. Cave's desire to become a nurse
required that he remain at Battle Creek.
Dr. Kellogg had encouraged the training of black
doctors and nurses from the beginnings of the
Medical College. He had written that the institution
was' 'a school to which all Christian men and women
who are ready to devote their lives to Christian work
24
Charles Cave was baptized by Elder Elam Van
Duesen, one of the first Adventist ministers to settle
permanently in the Caribbean.
will be admitted." As director he never allowed
practices of discrimination to exist toward minorities.
At this time, a growing number of Barbadians had
been studying medicine at Howard University in
Washington, D.C. But Cave desired to study at a
medical missionary training school in order ' 'to
benefit humanity." An increasing number of blacks
were receiving medical training in the United States,
yet by 1900 there were still fewer than 2,000 black
physicians in the country. Nearly seventy black
nurses and doctors were graduated from Kellogg's
American Medical Missionary College between 1896
and 1917.
Cave realized that it would be a great struggle to
become qualified in the medical field. He was
unaccustomed to the bitter winter weather in
Michigan, and received no financial support from
home; yet he persevered. He worked his way
through school and for his labor was awarded eight.
cents per hour. At times his school days were twelve
hours long. After classes he worked on the wards
and in the laboratory of the sanitarium.
Cave was not the only West Indian trained at
Battle Creek Sanitarium. Six other West Indian
doctors had graduated from the institution. Probably
the best known graduate was Dr. Ned Graves, who
worked at the sanitarium for many years, mainly in
the laboratory department.
On completion of the nursing course in early 1903,
Cave received an invitation from Dr. Kellogg to
study medicine at the institution. Cave's nursing
instructors had recommended him as a brilliant
student and an ardent supporter of the' 'Battle Creek
Sanitarium Idea. " When the sanitarium was
.destroyed by fire in 1902, Cave did not become
discouraged. He firmly believed that God had set up
the sanitarium for a special purpose and that he
should continue to attend the school. He believed so
strongly in the function of the sanitarium that he
wrote an article entitled "A Tribute of Sentiment to
the Battle Creek Sanitarium, " which appeared in the
Medical Missionary and Gospel of Health journal
then issued by the Medical Missionary and Benevo-
-Ient<Association.Cave wrote that the sanitarium had
in one year "risen again, for the germ of its life was
not and never can be affected by fire."
Cave's training as a physician at Battle Creek
would greatly aid his s:ervices to the Caribbean
community. As director of the medical school and
sanitarium, Dr. Kellogg had become the country's
leading authority on the effectiveness of massage,
hydrotherapy, calisthenics, electrotherapy, thermo-
therapy, and other similar treatments for invalids
and those suffering from chronic disorders. For
many years the Battle Creek Sanitarium was
headquarters for physiological therapeutic treat-
ments in the United States. Cave studied these
procedures at Battle Creek until 1905 and continued
his clinical studies at the extension school operating
in Chicago. Much of his practical training was gained
by helping the poor residents of Chicago. In early
1907 he graduated in a class of twenty-two. After a
brief internship at Bellevue Hospital Medical School
in New York, the new Dr. Cave set sail for the
Caribbean. Accompanying him were his bride, the
former Eudora Skerret, an Antiguian from English
Harbor, and her younger sister, Mabel. He met the
young women at Battle Creek Sanitarium where they
were both trained as nurses.
It was Dr. John Harvey Kellogg who suggested to
Charles Cave that he study medicine while Cave was
still a nursing student at American Medical
Missionary College in Battle Creek.
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Dr. Cave firmly believed in the teachings of the
Adventist Church, and while he attended medical
school, he had never been ruffled by the deteriorat-
ing relationship between Dr. Kellogg, Ellen G.
White, and other Adventist leaders. But, like Dr.
Kellogg, he felt that medical institutions could be
operated more effectively by physicians than>by the
church's clergy.
Word of Dr. Cave's ability as a physician, his
emphasis on preventive medicine, his concern for
improved nutritional habits, and his compassion for
the sick and poor, quickly spread throughout the
island. His patients, comprised primarily of two
groups of people, immediately realized that he
differed from other physicians they had visited. The
very poor residents, whom he never turned away for
lack of money, visited his .clinic on the outskirts of
Bridgetown's slums. A small group of patients
included the island's most affluent residents and
The work was started under very trying
financial conditions, but has made fair progress in
spite of the difficulties. The institution- is not
owned by the conference, but it is conducted in
harmony with the principles believed in and
practiced by us as a people, ...
MMEDIATELY AFTER his return to
Barbados, Dr. Cave made plans to
establish a local sanitarium where he
would practice. Although a new venture
to the Caribbean, by 1908 over forty
sanitarums were directly or indirectly sponsored by
the Adventist Church around the world from Norway
to Australia. Not long after his return to the island in
late 1907, the government granted Cave a license to
practice medicine, and he opened the Hastings
Hydropathic Sanitarium three miles southeast of
Bridgetown. The local conference president, L. E.
Wellman, wrote about the venture a. few months
later:
Cave received his M.D. from the American Medical
Missionary College, along with twe'nty-one other
classmates in 1907. He then fulfilled a brief intern-
ship at Bellevue Hospital Medical School in New
Yark befare returning to. the Caribbean.
Courtesy: Lorna Linda University Heritage Room
At the time Cave studied nursing and medicine
under John Harvey Kellogg, M.D., the -AT1}erican
Medical.Missionary College was h~lding classes in
the former Battle Creek College Buzlding.
/ .
my business and work. It is "impossible for me to
attend the Conference. 1am as busy as a bee ... :1
can only hope that the Conference will be a
success.
Cave was deeply concerned about the poor.quality
of public health conditions even among the church's
members in the Caribbean. Beginning in January,
1914, he authored a column called "Hygienic Hints"
for the local Adventist church paper,. the South
Caribbean Gleaner. In it he instructed readers
regarding the dangers of flies and mosquitoes and
the importance of fresh air, pure water (daily -
internally and externally), healthful diets, systematic
exercise, sunshine, (and clean home surroundings.
Church members benefited. so greatly from his
simple, forthright instructions that local conference
leaders insisted that he be appointed first medical
secretary of the local conference. Cave thus became
the first. West Indian to serve on an executive
committee of a conference in the Caribbean. The
doctor served willingly and worked tirelessly, giving
health lectures and preaching on Saturday, Sunday,
and Wednesday nights - all without salary.
Although World War I brought tremendous hard-
ships ~othe inhabitants of the British West Indies,
particularly through transportation stoppages and
food shortages, . resident Adventist missionary
Nathan H. Poole could still write in April, 1915, that,
"While the financial condition on the island is dull,
yet business at the sanitarium is prosperous and Dr.
Cave has his hands full."
Courtesy: Lorna Linda University. Heritage Room
I have hardly time to write. Our work is very
bright at present and it is all I can do to attend, to
wealthy visitors, especially from Europe, who came
to the island to recuperate. Many of the latter group
were acquainted with Cave's method of treatment
and most could afford the needed therapies.
Dr. Cave remained a deeply spiritual man who
spent many hours working for the growth and
maturity of the Adventist Church in the Caribbean.
He was often encouraged by conference and union
leaders to join their ranks, but he always graciously
refused. Rather, he wished to serve as leader of the
local Adventist church, a position he held for over
twenty-seven years. He was also head of the Bridge-
town Tract and Missionary Society.
In response to an invitation to attend a regional
meeting of south Caribbean denominational leaders
held in Trinidad during 1911, he politely answered:
26
Courtesy: Lorna Linda University Heritage Room
Charles Cave is pictured on the far right, .second row
.from the pottom, as a student at the American
Medical Missionary College.

Shown here is an interior view of the church Dr. Cave
helped build in Bridgetown.
Y LATE 1915, Dr. Cave's expanding
clientele forced the relocation of the
sanitarium to a more spacious com-
pound. He bought "Pavilion Court,"
originally built to house the families of
British regimental officers stationed in the eastern
Caribbean. The four-acre property could more
adequately serve his' appreciative clientel~ with its
beautiful gardens and lawns that reached to the
shores of the Caribbean Sea. Patients were
encouraged to take advantage of opportunities to
bathe in the calm blue waters.
As World War I dragged on and steamship routes
to the Caribbean disappeared, many Adventist
missionaries withdrew from the area. Consequently,
when Albert J. Haysmer, president of the West
Indies Union Conference at Kingston, Jamaica,
visited Barbados in the summer of 1916, he
remarked to the leaders at Washington, D.C., that
the Adventists had "no workers in Barbados and the
burden of the Church work has fallen upon the
Doctor [Cave]." Missionaries visiting the island
boarded at his home, now the denominational head-
quarters, which adjoined the sanitar~:um.Here at the
"Barbados Sanitarium" he instructed all his
patients, rich and poor alike, in healthful living and
the importance of daily religious devotion. Estel C.
Boger, president of the South Caribbean Con-
ference reported in the March, 1918, issue of the
union paper, the Messenger, that:
Dr. Cave and his assistants are doing a good
work, and the light of this message is being given
to a class of people not easily reached by our
workers. One young lady from Canada accepted
the"truth and while in Boston, U.S.A. united with
the church there by baptism.
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Dr. Cave returned to Bridgetown, Barbados, in 1907'
and established the Hastings Hydropathic Sanitar-
ium just three miles southeast of the city.
Many of his patients from neighboring islands and
England left the sanitarium physically improved and
persona~ly convinced of the principles taught by Dr.
Cave and the Seventh-day Adventist Church.
One of Dr. Cave's most crushing experiences
came in 1921, when his hard-working wife, Eudora,
died after a short illness. She had been homemaker,
sanitarium matron and manager, as well as financial
advisor - all full-time jobs - for fourteen years.
Her loss was a great blow to him.
Early in 1922, denominational leaders convinced
Cave that his services were needed in a more direct
way in Trinidad. So, after marrying his sister-in-law,
Mabel Skerret, he settled in that colony. The medical
society in Trinidad would not allow Cave to set up a
sanitarium, so his practice was limited to calls at his
Port-of-Spain residence.
In 1923 he decided to travel abroad in order to
qualify to practice throughout the British Common-
wealth. In June, he left for the University of
Edinburgh, Scotland, where he studied for twelve
months. As a graduate of the American Medical
Missionary College, he could matriculate into the
Universities of Edinburgh, London, and Dublin for
further study. At Edinburgh, Cave received the
Licentiate of the Royal College of Surgeons and the
Licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians. From
the University of Glasgow, he later received the
Licentiate of the Royal Fellowship of Physicians and
Surgeons, which qualified him to practice through-
out the English-speaking Caribbean. While in
Scotland he did not lose his enthusiasm for serving
the church, and spent his spare time spreading
Adventist teachings. Before long, a church was
organized in Edinburgh.
Shortly after qualifying for these licentiates, Cave
became ill. From his youth he had suffered inter-
Pictured here is Mrs. Mable L. S. Cave, the doctor's
second wife. She trained at the Battle Creek
Sanitarium and aided in the operation of the
Barbados Sanitarium and later was director of
Cave's nursing home until her death in 1970.
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ITH RENEWED FERVOR, Dr. Cave
returned to his homeland in 1926 and
immediately reestablished his sanitar-
ium in the same area in which it had
been located since 1907. The sanitarium
at "Harmony Hall" in Hastings was one half mile
from his old property. His busy routine during the
first weeks, however, greatly worsened his ph.ysical
This was the entrance to "Pavilion Court" which
housed Dr. Cave's "Barbados Sanitarium" from
1915-1921. The four-acre compound contained
beautiful gardens and well-kept lawns that reached
to the shores of the Caribbean Sea, where patients
bathed as part of the medicinal treatment.
Dr. Cave attended the University of Edinburgh in
Scotland in 1923 in order to become licensed to
practice medicine throughout the British Common-
wealth. Credit: Oliver and Boyd, Tweeddale Court, 1933
Courtesy: Glenn O. Phillips
mittently from a kidney ailment, but this time he
suffered a severe attack of crippling rheumatism.
Cave returned to Trinidad in January, 1925, and
although partially incapacitated, served as pastor of
t.he San Fernando Adventist Church for a year.
condition. In spite of the temporary loss of the use of
his legs, Dr. Cave did not digress from his objectives
and remained very active. Each Sabbath he preached
with great conviction and sincerity from a chair
placed in the pulpit. His sermons were primarily
about the nearness of Christ's second coming and
the necessity of being ready. From week to week his
sermons were the main topic of conversation among
his hearers.
This photograph shows the entry way of the Sanitar-
ium at "Harmony Hall, " Hastings, where Dr. Cave '
continued to care for the sick on his return. from
studies in Scotland. Co'urtesy: Glenn O. Phillips
Believing firmly that the church was not doing
enough to reach the wider community, Dr. Cave
began to speak and write about approaches
Adventists should initiate to bring large numbers
into the church. Two of his articles on Christian
maturity and Christ's second coming appeared in
the Advent Review and Sabbath Herald.
By the end of 1929, the Adventist Church in the
Caribbean and in Barbados had grown considerably.
Most importantly, youths comprised a higher
percentage of new converts than ever before. Dr.
Cave was convinced that for this trend to continue
and for these converts to develop a high standard of
Christian living and be able to help others, they
should be taught to care for others as well as them-
selves. The doctor's ideas were supported by the
new president of the conference, Professor L. H.
Gardiner, formerly principal of Caribbean Training
College in Trinidad. In this vein, nursing classes for
interested Adventist ladies were begun after Cave
regained the use of 'his legs.
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About mid-1930, Gardiner reported: in the con-
ference paper that Dr. Cave had. begun a nursing
class with a membership of twenty-eight. This
number was to be about the average. size of sub-
sequent classes. The enthusiasm witp. which Dr.
Cav'e undertook this project brought Professor
Gardiner to exclaim that ' 'the doctor's heart is
entirely wrapped up in this me sage.'"
The average nursing class studied for. six months.
Charles Cave helped construct the King Street
S.D.A. Church in Bridgetown, Barbados, in 1900 and
was pastor of this church for thirty years in addition
to fulfilling his other duties. Courtesy: Glenn O. Phillips
Three sessions were held each wee~ and early
theoretical sessions were held in the schoolhouse
adjoining the church. The more practical lessons
were taught at the sanitarium. he course began
with lectures on nutrition and simple first aid
procedures. It later included a detailed study of
physiology, hygiene, and anatomy. On several
occasions, advanced courses in the, study and
practice of obstetrics and gynecology were taught to
the most promising students. Dr. Cave's first
advanced class was .allowed to study at the govern-
ment-owned and operated St. Michael's Infirmary
and Maternity Hospital. This class graduated in
April, 1931, and each graduate received a certificate
issued by the Adventist Medical Misionary Associa-
tion. Another certificate issued by the Barbados
government authorized these nurses to practice mid-
wifery. Graduates of this "Home Nursing and First
Aid Class" were required to pass both written and
oral examinations. While a few of these trained
nurses worked closely with Cave at the sanitarium or
Courtesy: Glenn O. Phillips
Twenty-one graduates from Dr. Cave's gifted
Nursing and Midwifery class of 1931 received
diplomas from the Adventist Medical Missionary
Association and certificates from the Barbados
Department of Health Services.
Courtesy: Glenn O. Phillips
This group was the last Home Nursing and First Aid
class to be taught. Dr. Cave died during the early
weeks of thf! course, but it was completed by other
physicians and medical personnel in the Barbadian
community.
island, " at a time when there were nearly one
thousand baptized members in the church. While a
guest in Cave's home, Ogden watched the doctor's
activity and quickly learned of Cave's natural ability
to lead and instruct lay members in both medical and
religious matters of the church.
Although Cave had miraculously recovered from
the crippling illness which had incapacitated him for
half of the 1920's, he refused to follow his own
teachings against working long hours with little rest.
He seems to have justified his behavior by the fact
that there was so much to be done for the growing
church and the country's sick and needy residents.
Y THE MID-1930's his clientele in-
cluded some leading British colonial
civil servants; a large percentage of
,European, Canadian, and American
tourists; members of the old Barbadian
gentry; and the island's leading mercantile families.
He also maintained close ties with the poor
inhabitants of the island. His compassion for their
economic plight seemed fathomless. For members of
his church he founded a friendly cooperative society.
As ex-officio trustee, he organized the society
primarily to aid these poor members. Among the
s~rvices provided by the society were sick and death
benefits, as well as Christmas dividends and
bonuses.
The Battle Creek-trained doctor made regular
house calls, which frequently lasted into the night.
At times, Dr. Cave had no supper. Many of his
patients needed health care -butwere unable to pay,
so quite often Cave himself-paid for the medicine he
prescribed. Cave believed he had an obligation to
administer to the physical needs of others regardless
of their economic capabilities, and also to cater to
their spiritual well-being.
When Alfred R. Ogden, the newly-elected presi-
dent of the Caribbean Union, arrived in Barbados in
1937, he report~d that except for Dr. Cave, "we have
not one single ordained or licensed minister on the
health clinic, the majority were encouraged to share
their knowledge and skills with the community. Two
of his students, Edithe Moe and Ruby Haynes, along
with Mrs. Mabel Cave, t,rained students in newly-
organized nursing classes on the rudiments of
nursing.
Nursing classes were held each year from 1930 to
1939. Many students of Dr. Cave found gainful
employment in the nursing profession for decades.
When the local government increased its require'-
ments for practical nurses, graduates of Dr. Cave's
courses were accepted as qualified to practice in the
colony. Local government leaders and officials were
aware of the strong emphasis on health care which
the Adventists professed, and considered them great
assets to the community.
Dr. '-Cavewas far from satisfied, however, that this
highly successful project was adquately reaching the
community. Consequently, on invitation, he fre-
quently lectured to non-Adventist groups, including
the m~n's club' of the- Methodist church. He also
regularly- instructed members of the St. John's
Ambulance Brigade. He often sat on the Barbados
Board,of Pharmacopoeial examiners. On numerous
occasions colonial officials requested ,him to hold
government related health positions, but he always
declined since he felt that such offices would hinder
his contributions to the cause that most needed his
services.
The final examination in anatomy which Dr. Cave
prepared for his Home Nursing and First Aid class
was given weeks before his death in May, 1939.
Courtesy: Glenn O. Phillips
In early 1939 he-began his ninth "Home Nursing
and First Aid Class" with almost thirty s~udents, but
soon became seriously ill. Realizing the gravity of his
illness hours before the end of his life, Cave called to
his bedside two of his most promising and faithful
helpers, Campbell Davis and Richford Codrington,
and encouraged them to "carry on ... like Joshua
. . . the work," with the assistance of his wife. He
emphasized that the medical work should not be
allowed to decline, for it would truncate the effective-
ness of the church's message in the Caribbean. Later
that day, Friday, May 19, 1939, Dr. Cave died at his
"Straiton" Dalkeith residence. He had done his best
to make Seventh-day Adventism relevant to the
needs of the Caribbean commun.ity.
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IS DEATH SADDENEDboth those who
:knew him personally and those who had
learned of his numerous contributions
to his church and the Caribbean people.
The funeral service was conducted the
following day at the largest Adventist church on the
island. Upwards to one thousand Twereseated in the
church, with hundreds of others unable to enter.
Many who attended had never before witnessed an
Adventist service. The Caribbean Union president,
Alfred R. Ogden, wrote, "The streets from the
church to the cemetery, a distance of more than two
miles, were lined with a mass of humanity" from all
walks of the Barbadian sbciety. In the 1930's this was
a symbol of great resp,ect for the memory of the
departed. The island's leading newspaper, The
Barbados Advocate, declared in an obituary that
"Dr. Cave was the friend of all" and that "the
community had sustained a tremendous loss by his
death. "
Dr. Cave's life and ministry to the church
and the medical work in the Caribbean had been
such a positive influence for over thirty years that the
church where he had preached and taught most was
renamed in his memory. The sanitarium, which Dr.
Cave operated, continued under the direction of his
widow, but without the assistance of a resident
physician. During 1955, however, Nurse Cave
agreed that the home, now a retirement and nursing
facility, would be turned over eventually to the
church. But it took another two decades before the
institution began to function under the auspices of
the Adventist Church as a diagnostic clinic, with
personnel eager to face the growing challenges of
surgical and preventive medicine in the Caribbean.
Dr. Cave's dedication, generosity and foresight
made numerous lives more fulfilling. He reached out
to all men as did his Divine Model. His commitment
to share his faith and medical expertise still
motivates a younger generation of Adventist
believers in the Caribbean who are preparing to
serve their church and countrymen. The Battle
Creek-trained doctor never became a wealthy
medical practitioner like many of his local counter-
parts.He was obsessed with the objective of
alleviating human suffering and establishing a hoiy,
healthy people. His sacrificial medical and pastoral
work, his single-minded determination to serve his
church and people of all classes with vision and
humility, is his greatest legacy and is still.
unsurpassed and unparalleled almost forty years
after his passing .
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THE REPEAL
OF PROHIBITION
AND THE ADVENTIST
RESPONSE
Larry White
It was the greatest thief and outlaw in the:
world. It not only took the last shoes off the feet"
the last coat off the back, the last morsel of food
out of the cupboard, the last piece of furniture out
of the house, the last panel of glass out
of the window, and the last shingle off the roof,
but it took the joy out of the heart, the song
out of the mouth, the iron sinews out of the body,
the nerves out of the muscles, the affections out
of the soul, and the sparkling light out of the eyes,
and made them ache for the last long sleep
which knows no awakening until the resurrection.
It transformed a man's step into a stagger, his
clothing into rags, his songs into ditties, his
words into curses, and his home into a brothel.
HE AUTHOR OF that statement was
writing on an issue that came to be a
very emotional one for Seventh-day
Adventists - alcohol and the repeal of
prohibition.
During her lifetime Ellen G. White had lent her
prophetic voice to the temperance movement. Long
before prohibition took effect, she had told the
church, "We should be at the head in the temper-
Larry White wrote this article for a summer seminar
in Adventist History at Pacific Union College. He is
currently chairman of the History Department at La
Sierra Academy.
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ance reform!" "As temperance reformers, Seventh-
day Adventists expressed their strong opposition to
the repeal of proh~bition from 1932 to mid-1934.
Naturally, alcohol was the' 'thief" that was return-
ing to the American lifestyle. Yet there was an
institution connected with the sale of alcohol that
both prohibitionists and repealers seemed adamant
to resist, and that was the saloon. Saloons came to
typify gambling, prostitution, a place where criminal
elements met, and also the place where justice and
politics were corrupted. So while repealers wanted
their drink, they promised that the saloon would not
return.
It becomes very difficult when looking back at the
1930's not to become judgmental and, in reality,
criticize how Adventists reacted to repeal. We have
lived in the atmosphere of alcohol all of our lives and
have come to regard it as sinful, though a natural
part of society. But for all prohibitionists, repeal
posed a threat to their world; an idealistic world that
was coming to an end.
•
Saloons had a notorious reputation for corrupting
society. One issue on which both prohibitionists and
repealers agreed was that the saloon should not
return in the event that the Eighteenth Admendment
was repealed.

Americans had not awakened on January 6, 1920,
to find that prohibition had suddenly been thrust
upon them. There had been a concerted effort by
Protestantism and progressivism that had produced
the Eighteenth Amendment.
Temperance reform was an important part of the
nineteenth century evangelical effort to usher in the
Kingdom ofGod. Between 1900and 1920,Protestants
still believed there was no hope, J)f seeing the
millennium if man persisted in consuming alcohol
and producing crime and other evil effects resulting
from that consumption. Evangelical Protestants
sought to convert men to Christ to overcome the
corruption of the world, and also to Christianize
society through the force of the law. Prohibition was
not only to restrain evil but to educate and uplift the
individual.
The turn of the century also saw the rise of pro-
gressives who were convinced that government
should take a more active interest in the affairs of
each citizen, and protect society from the threat of
"bigness." The liquor industry, with its vast
financial resources and its alliances with com-
mercialized vice and machine politics, seemed a
natural target for a progressive attack. Prohibition
and progressivism operated on the same moral
plane. Both sought to curb the power of industrial
and financial plutocracy, and both progressivisim
and the call for prohibition were humanitarian in
purpose. The Protestant social gospel was the pro-
gressive message that environmental factors shaped
human conduct. Moreover, progressivism was an
expression of middle-class values, a fusion of free
enterprise, capitalism, political democracy and
evangelical Protestantism, with prohibition an
important article of that middle-class faith.
A new wave of state prohibition laws had swept
the country by 1917, and there were twenty-six pro-
hibition states, meaning over one-half of the
American people were living in saloonless regions.
By January of 1919the necessary two-thirds majority
of states (thirty-six) had ratified the Eighteenth
Amendment. Rejected in only three states, New
Jersey, Rhode Island and Connecticut, the new
amendment had enjoyed majorities of over eighty
percent in the ratifying states. At the Anti-Saloon
League convention in June of 1919, a great change in
the sentiment of the American people was noted.
Instead of just talking about temperance and pro-
hibition, commercial, professional, and govern-
mental people had taken action to get something
done.
S COULD BE expected, Adventists
were delighted with this turn of events.
God was in the temperance movement.
A Review and Herald writer said that
when Nebraska became the thirty-sixth
state to ratify the Eighteenth Amendment, it "was
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one of the great days in human history." Now the
person who sold liquor would be classed with the
robber, and his saloon would be doomed. The church
recognized that as long as there was sin in this
world, crime and drunkenness would exist. But a
euphoric spirit gripped the church, and since the
United States had gone "dry" it was now time for all
the world to follow the lead of the United States.
Religious Liberty leader Charles S. Longacre assured
the National Dry Federation, which was now
reorganizing into the International Dry Confedera-'
tion, that Seventh-day Adventists would cooperate
for world prohibition. America was now coming to
help the other nations free themselves from alcohol.
It is not our purpose here to trace the demise of
prohibition during the 1920's. Suffice it to say that
after twelve years there was tremendous pressure in
the United States to either modify the Volstead Act,
the law that enforced the Eighteenth Amendment, or
repeal the Amendment altogether. Francis D. Nichol
stated in the Review that the actual conditions of the
country contrasted sharply with the ideal state that
prohibitionists had promised. "[T]he particular
policy in force at anyone time must expect to be
charged with the responsibility for every evil of that
period." In The Shadow of the Bottle, another
Adventist publication, reasons for repeal, as given
by those who favored such action, were specified.
Repeal would reduce crime, drunkenness, and boot-
legging. Repeal would also increase property and
Federal tax receipts, and improve the morals of the
country.
The Literary Digest published some polls in the
early part of the 1930's giving evidence that there
was a growing sentiment for some sort of change in
the prohibition law. Concern over the results of the
poll were expressed in the columns of the Review.
Though it was admitted that the poll could not fail
altogether in indicating something, how could it be
explained that so many Congressmen and Senators
voted dry, if the poll was correct? Some reasons were
also advanced in the Review why the poll could be
wrong. For instance, certain interests might have
counterfeited the ballots. Or The Literary Digest's
pollsters might have miscalculated the proper ratio
in sending the ballots in three different categories:
ballots to the states, urban and rural areas, and
between men and women. It was also pointed out
that less than one-fourth of the ballots which were
mailed were returned, while more than one-fourth of
the total votes came from three wet states: New
York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
Though maintaining in March of 1932 that
Congress was still quite dry, the church did begin an
intensive promotional campaign to enlist its mem-
bers in the battle between temperance and in-
temperance. Adventists were urged through the
Review to "stand in your neighborhood as a sentinel
... [so that] the footsteps of growing youth may be
WET OR DRY?, written by F. D. Nichol, emphasized
the benfits of prohibtion and was distributed widely
to help educate the American people of the need for
continued prohibition.
Credit: Review and Herald Publishing Association
pledge which read: "I pledge upon my honor that I
will abstain from the use of all alcoholic beverages
and encourage others to do the same."
The church also began to publish temperance
material in conjunction with the temperance cam-
paign. One of the first temperance books published
at this time was written by Nichol and entitled Wet
or Dry? The book attempted, as an advertisement in
the Review stated, to combat the propaganda of a
minority which was backed by the millions of the
wealthy and was leading the majority to believe pro-
hibition was a failure. It is " . . . the duty of every
true Seventh-day Adventist, every true American
Citizen to circulate it [Wet or Dry?] far and wide ...
Let the people learn that economically, socially, and
morally the country has benefited in a wonderful way
from Prohibition."
Later, the Review ran adv~rtising for the Nichol
book by printing comments concerning it written by
leading dry advocates. Mrs. Ella A. Boole, president
of the National Woman's Christian Temperance
Union stated, "I have read it with a great deal of
interest. It is full of authentic facts in regard to the
prohibition movement." The Superintendent of the
Franics D. Nichol, author of WET OR DRY?, worked
tirelessly for the cause of prohibition.
diverted from traveling the downward path." On
June 6, 1932, a weekly column entitled "Temper-
ance and Prohibition" was begun in the Review. It
encouraged church members to fight any repeal
effort. At the Spring Council of 1932 a Temperance
Commission was formed within the General Confer-
ence. Members of this commission included Oliver
Montgomery, Milton E. Kern, John L. Shaw, James
A. Stevens, Henry T. Elliott, Charles S. Longacre,
Harry H. Hall and Walter L. Burgan. It is interesting
to note that because of the Depression and the
financial condition of the church, a notice appeared
in the Review reassuring members that the commis-
sion was not another department in the denomina-
tion, but the utilization of various already existing
departments for the temperance cause.
A special campaign in the summer was organized
to meet repeal pressure. To help carry out this work,
the Temperance Commission began the American
Temperance Society of Seventh-day Adventists. The
Society's purpose was to educate the public about
temperance through the use of public speakers,
lectures at evangelistic services, rallies at camp
meetings, and through the radio and press. A
campaign was also begun to get people to sign a
National Temperance Bureau, Edwin E. Dinwiddie,
wrote that "you have rendered a real service to the
prohibition cause at a most opportune time." The
Book Review section of the Alabama Christian
Advocate of March 17, 1932, said, "This little book, if
it could find its way into every home in America, and
be read by every voter in America, would do a world
of good for prohibition."
With such favorable reviews, the church sent a
copy of Wet or Dry? to all Congressmen with a
personal letter enclosed. Adventist speakers warned
of the results of repeal. Nichol spoke to a Woman's
Christian Temperance Union meeting. Alonzo
Baker, associate editor of the Signs of the Times,
was in demand for temperance rallies, and helped to
break down prejudice against Seventh-day Ad-
ventists.
Thus, the temperance work continued through the
summer of 1932. The Autumn Council of that year
basically reaffirmed the earlier prohibition goals,
and added that the church's work was to be
Charles S. Longacre, Seventh-day Adventist
Religious Liberty leader during the movement to
repeal the Eighteenth Amendment, helped to
establish the American Temperance Society. One of
its goals was to educate the public on the evils of
liquor. Courtesy: Mrs. Ethel Hannum
HILE SEVENTH-DAYAdventists were
working hard for temperance, some-
thing else in the summer of 1932 held
ominous portent for all temperance
work. As, Nichol stated, ' 'In the
immediate future loom the great political gatherings
of this Presidential year. It is at these gatherings that
the wet-and-dry question is almost certain to receive
special attention."
The Republicans were the first to meet, doing so in
Chicago i:p.mid-June, and the delegates opted for
submitting the prohibition issue to the country.
Secretary of State Henry L. Stimson explained to the
American people in a radio address that real good
had been accomplished during the prohibition years,
especially the suppression of the saloon. But it would
be better to remedy any ills by allowing the states to
deal with r~peal as their citizens determined. He
promised, though, that the federal government
would continue to protect prohibition where it
existed. In a letter to the Review Otto O. Bern-
stein of Brookfield, Illinois, wrote that he had placed
a copy of Wet orDry? in the hands of the Republican
delegates.
If the Republicans took a fence-riding position on
the repeal issues, the Democrats tore the fence down.
As the New York Times said, "Early this morning the
Democratic party [sic] went as wet as the seven
seas ... " The Democrats of 1932, seeing an easy
November win in their grasp, were determined not to
be torn apart by the liquor problem as they ,had been
in the 1920's. The 1928 election had been parti-
cularly distressing for Democrats when Al E. Smith,
an avowed wet, was nominated to run on a dry plank.
Credit: Simon and Schuster
Al Smith, Democratic presidential candidate in 1928,
though an avowed wet, ran on a dry platform.
In 1932, however, it seemed a little ridiculous " . . .
for a jobless wet Democrat to wrangle with a jobless
dry Democrat over liquor, when neither could afford
the price for a drink."
On July 2, 1932, Franklin D. Roosevelt, the party's
nominee and future president, exclaimed that from
that day on the Eighteenth Amendment was
doomed. Over a year later he asked the people not to
use liquor 'excessively, and especially asked that no
state authorize the return of the saloon. Chairman
James A. Farley of the Democratic National
Committee said the Party had to redeem its promise
that the old-time saloon would not return.
Seventh-day Adventists were now facing a
dilemma. Mrs. White had urged them to arouse the
people concerning the evils of intemperance, that
every man should set himself to destroy liquor, that
the voice of the nation must demand its lawmakers to
stop the liquor traffic, and that the government that
licensed the liquor seller should be held responsible
for the results. She had written:
Every individual exerts an influence in society.
In our favored land, every voter has some voice in
determining what laws shall control the nation.
Should not that influence and vote be cast on the
side of temperance and virtue? ... We need not
expect that God will work a miracle to bring about
this reform, and thus remove the necessity for our
exertion. We ourselves must grapple with this
Franklin D. Roosevelt, elected president in 1932,
sought the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment, yet
urged moderation in the use of liquor.
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A little boy asked his father, 'Daddy, when is a
man drunk?' Replied the father, 'Son, you see"
those two men at the next table? When they look
like four men, then you know you are drunk.'
'But,' cried out the boy, 'Daddy, there aren't two
men there. There's only one!'
URING THE BATTLE that waE now
emerging over the adoption of the
Twenty-first Amendment, Adventists
were not alone in their opposition to
repeal. In general, Protestant churches
were in favor of keeping prohibition and defeating
repeal. The Federal Council of Churches of Christ
attacked Roosevelt for his emphasis on repeal. The
Southern Baptist Convention urged all Baptists to
vote dry and boycott merchants who sold beer. The
Georgia Baptists, in particular, began their own
educational temperance campaign showing the
harmful effects of alcoholic drinks and the saloon.
Baptists in the North were urged to do all in their
power to preserve the Eighteenth Amendment. The
Methodist Episcopal Church took a very strong,
vocal position against repeal with Bishop James
Cannon, Jr. as their spokesman. Though the Roose-
velt Administration had placed undue pressure on
the people for repeal, acco ding to another
Methodist Episcopal Church bishop, Bishop Cannon
believed that drys would defeat ratification in at least
half the states. In order to rally the dry forces a
determined interdenominational group gathered in
Washington, D.C., on March 7 and 8, 1933. It was
reported in the Review that the purpose of the con-
ference was to secure the greatest possible success
through a coordination of all prohibition activities.
As the ratification process proceeded from state to
state, subscribers to the Review were told that there
were not enough wets in the United States to repeal
the Eighteenth Amendment, and that only through
the lack of effort, or a defeatist attitude, would the
drys lose. The 130,000.Seventh-day Adventists in the
United States were urged, "With voice and pen and
vote let us support the drys until again, for the sake
of our own youth and the youth of America, [we]
drive liquor from the land. " Time was of the
essence, and
But no matter what the arguments or how many
temperance stories were told to the Congressmen,
they felt the pressure for repeal. Thus in February of
1933 the Congress passed a bill repealing the
Eighteenth Amendment and sent the newly pro-
posed constitutional amendment to the states for
ratification. The bill passed both houses with size-
able majorities - 289 to 121 in the House, and in the
Senate while fifteen states' senators divided their
vote, both of the Senators from twenty-seven states
voted for repeal. Those twenty-seven states repre-
sented eighty-one million people or about two-thirds
of the country's population.
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Adventists were urged not to discuss the
principles of Christian temperance and prohibition
as Republicans or Democrats, but to present the
issue in a clear, dignified way. The issue of how
much the church would be uniting with the state in
prohibition was also raised. Readers of the Review
were told that the Bible should not be made the basis
for civil statutes, but the appeal to the individual
conscience, "even of legislators, may properly be
based upon religious as well as economic considera-
tions. "
The initial battle was lost, however. Franklin
Roosevelt won the election, but he would not be
coming to office until March of 1933, or for about
four months. The war was only beginning and the
readers of the Review were encouraged not to stop
their education campaign. They were urged to
redouble their efforts, for the country would not have
voted wet if it had really understood what the return
of liquor would do.
With the November mandate, Congress slowly
moved to undo the Eighteenth Amendment. A
District of Columbia Beer Bill came up to a sub-
committee in late January, 1933. The bill spoke of
3.20/0 alcohol beer, but a Review article, in referring
to a later beer bill, saw it as the entering wedge for
stronger liquors and the eventual peril of repeal.
Nichol spoke to that House District Subcommittee on
the beer bill and stated that the beer drinker, no
matter what his claims, could be drunk and not in full
possession of his senses. Characteristic of Nichol, he
told the following humorous story in an attempt to
make his point:
It must be left to the conscience and judgement
of the individual to vote for such candidates for
public office as ... he believes will best carryon
the government in harmony with the voter's con-
ception of what is right.
The only effectual way for an individual to sup-
port prohibition by vote at this time ... is to vote
for prohibition measures, and for such candidates
for public office, irrespective of partisan politics,
as stand in defense of right principles.
... since the Seventh-day Adventist denomina-
tion is a religion and not a political organization, it
therefore does not engage in partisan" politics, nor
does it advise its members for which political
candidates they should vote.
giant foe, our motto, no compromise and no
cessation of our efforts till the victory is gained ...
But Adventists were also aware of her counsels
against getting involved in politics, so some church
members sent inquiries to the editors of the Review
on how and for whom they should vote. The
Temperance Commission in response issued the
following statement:
if we have given an hour of time in the last year
to the dry cause, we ought to give a day of time
now. If we have circulated ten pieces of temper-
ance literature in the past year, we ought to
circulate a hundred pieces in the year just ahead.
To make sure the church members acted as
responsible citizens in exercising their right to vote
in the ratification process the Review printed a list of
the dates for nineteen state c.onstitutional convention
elections. A plea was made to Adventists to be sure
to vote, for the balance of the nation, in effect, might
be lost to the repeal effort if one prohibitionist
stayed away from the polls and allowed his state to
be carried by a majority of one wet vote. When the
church member voted, he was to remember to vote
for a dry delegate. Ameasure of accountability - for
Ads were run in the REVIEW for the book
TEMPERANCE FLASHUGHTS. The book. was
compiled as an educational devise that could be used
by persons to show the need for prohibition.
Credit: Review and Herald Publishing Association
Bishop James Cannon, Jr., spokesman for the
Methodist Episcopal Church, was strongly opposed
to repeal, as were many Protestant church leaders.
all the murders, accidents, desolate homes, de-
bauchery, insanity and all crimes caused by liquor -
rested on the shoulders of each person who helped
make America wet once again.
And yet through it all, there were subtle hints that
the cause for which the church was so valiantly fight-
ing was doomed. The Spring Council of 1933 voted to
carry on special temperance campaigns only in the
states where there was the best prospect for pre-
venting repeal. Nichol wrote in the Review, "The
challenge is to an ever greater courage - the
courage to be on an apparently losing side. Right
causes have rarely appeared either popular or
winning."
The presses of the church's publishing houses
made many types of temperance materials available
to church members. Early in 1933 the American
Temperance Society produced twenty little leaflets
called Temperance Broadsides, which sold for fifty
cents per 1,000 copies. Some of the titles of the leaf-
lets included: "American Youth in Saloon Days,"
"Does Prohibition Prohibit?," "Thirty-two Million
Reasons for Prohibition," and "Will the Return of
Beer Bring Prosperity?". A book of stories, songs,
and poetry on temperance entitled Temperance
Flashlights was advertized in the March 30 issue .of
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would be no safety on modem city streets. Every
highway leading out of a wet state into a dry state
would be congested with drunks. Yet, as Longacre
pointed out, this could help solve the unemployment
problem, for it would take a million more policemen
to patrol the highways. But how could the
government really punish a man, as another Review
article inquired, for manifesting the results of the
sale of a beverage that the law sanctioned? It was,
however, the government's responsibility to protect
the innocent people that suffered violence and crime
resulting from alcohol.
All kinds of liquor were now attainable by an
adult. In response to the success of repeal, one
writer in the Review said the world was now allowing
the liquor element to control its political and
commercial affairs. But it warned that this new
generation, one that had not experienced alcohol
before, would eventually have to pay a very
expensive price for the lessons of experience.
Yet the church recognized that it had a continuing
work to educate individuals in society concerning
temperance. Even the New York Times stated that
the end of prohibition was the time to return to some
kind of temperance work. Repeal was a potential
opportunity for an impetus in the cause of
temperance. Though the Review column changed
titles from "Temperance and Prohibition," to
"Temperance and Health" in January of 1934, the
goal of reaching the public and starting a reaction
against the liquor traffic still remained. In fact,
Review editor, Francis M. Wilcox, wrote that a
return to prohibition was the final object once more,
for' 'nothing is ever settled until it is settled right,
and faith in the righteousness of their cause will lead
the advocates of prohibition to continue their efforts
in temperance reform · · · "
With that in mind, articles were printed in the
Review in 1934 concerning the harmful effects on
society since prohibition was repealed. In August of
1933 subscribers to the Review were requested to
send in newspaper articles on all types of alcohol-
related crimes. In mid-1934Longacre republished an
editorial from the Los Angeles Times stating the fact
that not one of the wets' promises had been kept.
Crime and criminals were still on the streets, and
alcohol was being flaunted everywhere.
One of the reasons for repeal was that once
America had the law that so many had worked so
hard to attain, the advocates of temperance rested in
their work. Feeling secure that the victory was
theirs, they failed to keep educating the public
concerning alcohol. As Nichol put it,
Prohibition's worst handicap is not that it failed
so dismally in dealing with a great evil, but
because it has succeeded so well . . . the public
has quite forgotten what it was that the prohibi-
tion fight was waged against.
After the successful repeal of prohibition, Francis M.
Wilcox, editor of the REVIEW, still urged Adventists
to continue their efforts in temperance education.
Or as another writer stated, man must have the right
principles in his character or law is futile.
An article printed in the Review proclaimed the
fact that the repeal of prohibition was actually a con-
spiracy by fifty-three millionaires who controlled
forty billion dollars worth of property. The article
might have been right, but the reason seems to be
more basic than that. It was a problem that is
illustrated throughout the Bible: the satisfaction of
appetite. Plainly, men just loved alcohol. And it had
become respectable to drink it anytime or anywhere.
Also, basic to man's human nature is his desire to
have something that is 'forbidden to him. As Elihu
Root is reported to have said, "When one is grown-
up, compulsion through law creates revulsion."
Man's apathy and his failure to keep alert to danger,
man's appetite, and man's resistance to legal
coercion, could only lead to the repeal of prohibition.
Likewise, with the Seventh-day Adventist's concern
for the welfare of his fellow man, the opposition to
repeal could be expected.
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the Review. A couple of the songs in the book were:
"We Will Not Own Defeat," sung to the tune of
"The Battle Hymn of the Republic":
Shall we, now that danger threatens,
meekly, humbly, bend the knee? We will not
own defeat!
We will educate our daughters, we will teach our
sons the truth,
How the use of liquor spoils them, robs them
of the strength of youth,
Turns their womanhood and manhood into some-
thing coarse, uncouth!
We will not own defeat!
and "We Will Not Use Liquor," sung to the tune of
"Onward Christian Soldiers":
We'll be loyal soldiers
In the great campaigns;
We will fight for temperance
Till the right shall reign.
Wine and beer are harmful
To our home and town;
If we love our nation,
We will put them down.
Chorus:
Let us sign the pledge today
That will make us free,
'We will not use liquor.'
Sing it out with glee.
The Shadow of the Bottle, first published in 1915,
was updated and reprinted. Along with books, the
Temperance Society produced for free distribution
some mailing stickers for the back of envelopes
which read, "Retain the 18th Amendment. We Don't
Want Liquor. ' , Two lectures on alcohol were
published which utilized slides in the presentations.
An article in the Review stated that the slides made
the statistics talk, and that one could use the lectures
in the future, no matter how repeal was decided.
The church seemed eager to use the newspapers
in order to combat their generally wet leanings. The
New York Times, in talking about the final success of
the repeal of prohibition, editorially commented
what many newspapers believed:
Many years were required to bring the majority
of the American people to the conviction that
Federal prohibition had been a mistake from the
beginning, had. caused more evil than it cured,
and had become an excrescense on the Constitu-
tion which ought to be cut out.
TEMPERANCE FLASHliGHTS made extensive use
of cartoons which depicted the use of alcohol as
detrimental to society because it caused crime,
poverty, perverted the youth, and broke down the
basic family unit.
Adventists were thus urged to present their own
temperance position by writing stories for the news-
papers to print. Success " . . . in winning favorable
consideration from newspaper editors rests entirely
upon our determination to write the news for them."
Readers of the Review were told that it was now
time to use the same powerful agencies the wets
were using to combat the
. . . noblest and most effective of all govern-
mental measures for the benefit of all the citizens
of the country . . . Never has it been more
appropriate to 'agitate, agitate, agitate,' on these
subjects, and to continue to 'educate, educate,
educate' ...
Arguments against repeal and the use of liquor for
a whole multitude of reasons were made in the
Review. In a great majority of the articles, the
stand against alcohol was taken from the viewpoint
that it was a detriment to society as a whole. Rarely
was liquor discussed in the light of what it actually
did to the drinker himself. Instead, what liquor
would cause the drinker to do was portrayed.
To combat the idea that the Eighteenth Amend-
ment was not enforceable the Review raised the
question whether the country should repeal its laws
against murder, theft and other crimes since they
were also being violated. The charge that more
liquor was being sold in America now during pro-
hibition and that there were more drunks than in any
previous time prompted an appeal to the wets' sense
of economic logic; if more liquor was being sold now,
why repeal the law so that you will have to pay
government taxes? It was the newspapers, a Review
writer maintained, that were blowing the statistics
on drunks out of proportion. It was news for a person
to be drunk; alcohol was supposedly outlawed. An
article by a state chairman of the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union in the Review argued that if
everybody drank it would not be news for a drunk to
be on the streets and the newspapers would not print
the story. Nichol reported a questionnaire by a man
from Yale that said police chiefs were much tougher
on drunks during prohibition than when liquor was
legal. And Heber Votaw wrote,
Booze puts its victims on the street to reel and
stagger, to vomit on the sidewalks or in the street
cars, or to lie in the gutters. We saw one or all of
these sights every day before prohibition. Who
sees them at all now? And if at all, how often?
The positive aspects of prohibition were praised.
Old breweries and saloons were turned into useful
industries producing motorcycles, shoes, ice cream,
and candy. Ex-bartenders were now fine, upstand-
ing citizens of the community trying to build up
society. Prohibition had seen the end of Sunday
brawls and the Monday morning event of tearful
women coming to the factory begging for advances
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on their husbands' salaries because they had
vanished at the saloon a few days earlier. Some of
the benefits suggested in the Review would have
been hard to prove, such as the claim that it was
prohibition that had brought the prosperity of the
1920's; or, as a speech by an educator reprinted in
the Review stated, the children of the Depression
were suffering less than they suffered in the old
saloon days because of drinking fathers.
Daniel H. Kress, M.D., opposed repeal and argued
that legalizing" liquor would cause an increase in
traffic accidents.
:RILE PROHIBITION WAS praised in
the Review, in many more articles the
evils caused by alcohol were attacked.
It was now time to save the country
.from debauchery and not use the law to
protect an enterprise that destroyed individuals,
homes, and posterity. "Either the Constitution must
be maintained and the liquor traffic destroyed, or the
liquor traffic will eventually destroy this nation."
A quotation from Counsels on Health- could be
used to introduce the particularly strong case made
in the Review against alcohol's effects on the young
women of society: "Intemperance, licentiousness,
and profanity are sisters. " The.white slave trade had
its roots in the saloon. Every brothel had its own
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private ice chest filled with liquor, and it was that
liquid that turned virtuous girls to leading live~ of
corruption. A quotation from a Chicago paper of 1914
which was printed in the Review reported that the
backrooms of 445 saloons contributed to the
delinquency of more than 14,000 girls every twenty-
four hours in Chicago. In an article by "A Slum
Worker of Saloon Days" church members read that
saloons were not the only place young women were
ruined: .
Do you know that many an innocent girl,
invited by youth from the very best of families to
join them in spending a pleasant evening to-
gether, has here taken her first drink and started
on her downward course? ... Do you know, also,
that many a pure girl has gone in, determined to
take nothing but soft drinks with her friends, but
has been 'doped' and quietly taken away to the
rooms upstairs?
Adventist women were reminded that it was
through their prayers and the prayers of all the
women of the United States that the saloon had been
banished from the American scene. In the present
situation they once again had the opportunity to pray
that liquor would not again be tolerated in the
country. S. A. Ruskjer, president of the Southern
Union, wrote that "it is impossible to have sunshine
in the home and moonshine in the cellar, both at the
same time."
The home would also be affected by the loss of
money if legalized alcohol returned. Instead of
buying food, clothing and other necessities, men
would spend money on liquor. It was predicted. in the
Review. that "banks would sustain great losses and
withdrawals when people had the'oppo~unity to buy
legal liquor once again. Longacre used the statistic
that bank savings deposits had increased over two
hundred percent in a few years after prohibition's
inception. Roosevelt claimed that legalized liquor
would mean more revenue for the government, but
that idea was rebuffed by Review writers when they
said it would cost many times more to take care of
the drunks and their families and to pay for the crime
that liquor caused, than all the revenue received
through taxes. In general, all legitimate businesses
would suffer when individuals could freely purchase
alcoholic !>everages. An article printed in the Review
by the president of Universal Pictures Corporation
. lamented the fact that "money being spent for
movies would be freely spent instead for alcohol."
In another line of attack, a person's life would be
tremendously jeopardized if alcohol reached the
driving public. Daniel H. Kress, M.D. argued that
accidents would be multiplied tenfold, and that there
•
THE NEW YORK TIMES, as well as other. news-
papers allover the countr.y, heralded the news that
prohibition had been repealed. Credit: The New York Times
aostinence from
prohibition has
on, I pledge, God
oholic beverages,
use my influence
nt in the Consti-
ery legi tima te
State govern-
A sampling of some of the pledges for those who
were interested in fighting the repeal of prohibition
appeared in TEMPERANCE FLASHLIGHTS.
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